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Line Drawing

BRIGHT CB460 B

Technical data 

Rim diameter 10” - 24” inch

Max wheel weight 200 kg

Max wheel diameter 1200mm

Rim width 1,5” - 20” inch

Precision ±1g (car)/±10g (truck)

Motor Power 0.55kW

Power supply 100/230V 1ph    

Rotation per minute 100rpm (car)/200rpm (truck)

Balancing time 9s (car) / 15s (truck)

Second time mounting test ≤5g                      

Machine dimensions 1330x1280x1320 mm

Packing dimension 1300x990x1130 mm

Net weight 220 kg

Gross weight 270 kg

Loading in 40 Ft. container 42 sets

Selling Point

 The balancer has independent intellectual property rights.

 LED display

 The machine can balance both car wheel and truck wheel.

 Customer can customize display of imbalance in 5 or 10.

 Three ALU balancing programs and STA balancing program.

 Manual brake for easy application of weight.

 The machine can change display from inch to millimeter, 
 gram to ounce.

 The machine is integrated with pneumatic lift, effi ciently and   
 labor-saving.

 Clear digital tube display windows, make the data more visually direct 
      from viewing.

Regular Use

1200 MM

car 9 sec

truck 20 sec

10" - 24"

200 kg

car 100 rpm

truck 200 rpm

1,5" - 20"

CB460B  MATE OF TRUCK

The striking appearance, excellent performance in truck tires’ balance, bigger display 
panel, clearer operation instructions, easier to learn.
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